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ABSTRACT

The characteristics of “non natural” images, such as
predictive error frames used in video compression, pre-
sent a challenge for traditional compression techniques.
Particularly difficult are small images, such as QCIF,
where compression artifacts at low data rates are more
noticeable. In this paper, we investigate techniques to
improve the performance of a wavelet-based, rate scal-
able video codec at low data rates. These techniques
include preprocessing and postprocessing stages to en-
hance the quality and reduce the compression artifacts
of decoded images.

1. INTRODUCTION

Many techniques have been developed for compression
of natural images [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. When these
techniques are used on other types of images, such as
synthetic (computer generated) images or predictive er-
ror frames (PEF) used in video compression, their per-
formance is poor. Coding artifacts may be introduced,
especially at low data rates. An additional challenge
is present when coding small images, such as QCIF
(176x144 pixels), because artifacts are more noticeable.

Predictive error frames (PEF) are used by video
compression algorithms that use motion estimation to
reduce the temporal redundancy of video sequences. A
PEF, along with a set of motion vectors, is used to
reconstruct a frame based on a reference frame. The
PEF is usually encoded using transform-based codecs
to reduce the spatial redundancy in the image. PEFs
typically have low energy content.
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Several techniques have been proposed to reduce
the coding artifacts of transform-based image compres-
sion schemes [10, 11]. These techniques make use of
postprocessing to reduce the artifacts introduced by
the decoder. In [12], we investigated the use of wavelet
shrinkage to improve the performance of a video com-
pression algorithm known as SAMCoW [1, 3]. The
SAMCoW, Scalable Adaptive Motion Compensated Wa-
velet, video compression technique uses a wavelet de-
composition of both intracoded and predictive error
frames to remove spatial redundancy, and block-based
motion compensation to remove temporal redundancy.
SAMCoW uses the Color Embedded Zerotree Wavelet
(CEZW) still image coder [2, 4] on its intracoded and
predictive error frames. CEZW is an embedded tech-
nique that uses a combination of an unique spatial ori-
entation tree and color transform to exploit redundancy
across color components. A variation of SAMCoW,
known as SAMCoW+, was described in [12, 13, 14].

Figure 1: Block diagram of the proposed approach.

In this paper, we investigate further preprocessing
and postprocessing techniques to reduce the coding ar-
tifacts of CEZW at low data rates. A block diagram
of the proposed approach is shown in Figure 1. We
are interested in the performance of these techniques
when used with QCIF images, because this is the frame
size commonly used in low data rate video applications.



The complexity of these techniques is an issue, because
CEZW is used as part of the SAMCoW video com-
pression algorithm, and hence will impact the overall
complexity of the codec.

In block-based video compression techniques, such
as MPEG-2 and H.263+, PEFs are efficiently encoded
using the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) on 16x16
blocks of the image. Blocks can be skipped if their
energy is below a certain threshold.

Wavelet-based video compression algorithms, such
as SAMCoW, require that the transform be performed
on the entire PEF and, hence, must contend with the
global nature of the decomposition and the low pass
effect inherent to wavelet filtering.

2. CEZW: EMBEDDED CODING OF
COLOR IMAGES

CEZW uses a unique spatial orientation tree (SOT)
in the YUV color space [2]. It exploits the interdepen-
dence between color components to achieve a higher de-
gree of compression by using the concept that at spatial
locations where chrominance components have large
transitions, the luminance component also has large
transitions [2, 4]. Therefore, each node in the SOT of
the luminance component also has descendants in the
chrominance components at the same spatial location.
The luminance component is scanned first. When a lu-
minance coefficient and all its descendants in both the
luminance and chrominance components are insignifi-
cant, a zerotree symbol is assigned. Otherwise, a pos-
itive significant, negative significant, or isolated zero
symbol is assigned. The chrominance components are
scanned after the luminance component. SAMCoW+
uses CEZW for coding intracoded (I) frames. A vari-
ation of CEZW, described in [12], is used for coding
PEFs in SAMCoW+.

3. CODING ARTIFACTS IN SAMCOW

Maintaining acceptable quality in color images coded
at rates less than 0.5 bits per pixel (bpp) is a challenge,
especially in small images (QCIF or smaller). Ringing
artifacts and areas of discoloration are commonly no-
ticeable when using wavelet-based image compression
algorithms.

In Figure 2, a 512x512 YUV 4:1:1 image is encoded
using CEZW, and decoded at 0.25 bpp. The same im-
age, cropped and scaled to 176x144 pixels, is encoded
using CEZW, and decoded at the same data rate. The
subjective quality of the smaller image is lower. The
same effect is observed in other wavelet-based video en-
coders, such as SPIHT [8]. The reason for this effect is
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Figure 2: Effect of image size of CEZW. (a) Original
(512x512) (b) Encoded using CEZW, decoded at 0.25
bpp. (c) Cropped and resized (176x144) (d) Encoded
using CEZW, decoded at 0.25 bpp.

that in small images, one pixel represents more “area”
than in larger images. Therefore, decoding artifacts are
more noticeable.

In Figure 3, two PEFs from the foreman sequence,
extracted from SAMCoW+, are shown. Both are en-
coded using CEZW and decoded at 0.25 bpp. These are
176x144 YUV 4:1:1 images. Blotchiness and ringing
artifacts are evident in the decoded frames. In the de-
coder, the decoded frame is obtained by adding the de-
coded PEF to the predicted frame produced by motion
compensation. The errors propagate to future frames
when the decoded frame is used as a reference frame.

In [12], we introduced a variation of CEZW that im-
proves its performance when coding PEFs at low data
rates. This technique is based on preprocessing the
PEFs before encoding, and coding only certain “signif-
icant trees” in the wavelet decomposition. We found
that the performance of SAMCoW+ is improved when
this technique is used with CEZW.

The preprocessing stage used in this paper and in
[12], is an adaptive gain (AG) function followed by
wavelet shrinkage, as shown in Figure 4. This stage is
used to enhance the most important features of a PEF.
The parameters of the AG function are dynamically
changed, therefore adapting to the varying content of
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Figure 3: (a) and (c) are original PEFs from frames
35 and 293, respectively, of the foreman sequence. (b)
and (d) are the same PEFs encoded using CEZW and
decoded at 0.25 bpp.

PEFs in a sequence. The AG function is defined as

HAG(p) =


0 , if 0 ≤ |p| < t1,
p , if t1 ≤ |p| < t2,

p+K ∗ (t3 − p) , if t2 ≤ |p| < t3,
p , if t3 ≤ |p| < max,

(1)

where t1, t2, and t3 are thresholds that depend on the
content of the PEF, K is a constant that controls the
feature enhancement, and max is the largest pixel mag-
nitude in the PEF. This function is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4: Preprocessing stage in the proposed ap-
proach.

In this paper, the postprocessing stage consists of
an enhancement stage, as shown in Figure 6. The goal
is to sharpen the features of the decoded image. Before
obtaining the inverse wavelet transform, the wavelet
coefficients are modified to compensate for the prepro-
cessing stage. The neighborhood of those coefficients
whose magnitude is larger than a threshold, is exam-
ined. If their absolute magnitude is relatively close to
zero, the coefficient is multiplied by a scale factor. This

Figure 5: Adaptive gain (AG) function used as part of
the preprocessing stage.

is done to avoid having sharp differences of magnitude
between adjacent coefficients. These large differences
would have been produced during the encoding pro-
cess, by not allocating enough bits to encode a frame,
effectively ignoring nonzero coefficients. Finally, a high
pass filter is used on the frame produced by the CEZW
decoder.

Figure 6: Postprocessing stage in the proposed ap-
proach.

In Figure 7 (a) and (c), PEFs from frames 35 and
293, respectively, of the foreman sequence are shown
after encoding and decoding using CEZW. Figure 7 (b)
and (d) show the same PEFs after preprocessing and
postprocessing, as described in this paper. More detail
can be seen in the PEFs obtained using our approach.

4. SUMMARY

In this paper, we presented the use of preprocessing and
postprocessing techniques to improve the performance
of the SAMCoW algorithm by exploiting the character-
istics of PEFs (e.g. low energy content). We used im-
age enhancement techniques, including high pass filter-
ing, to postprocess the decoded images. Preprocessing
and postprocessing techniques are attractive, because
they do not add overhead to the encoded bitstream.
The computational requirements of these techniques
are low, and do not increase the overall complexity of
the video compression algorithm.

Future research includes investigating other filter
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Figure 7: Experimental results. (a) and (c) are PEFs
from frames 35 and 293, respectively, of the foreman
sequence, encoded using CEZW and decoded at 0.25
bpp. (b) and (d) are the same PEFs after preprocessing
and postprocessing, as described in this paper.

pairs. PostScript and PDF versions of this paper, and
the images produced by our algorithm, are available
via anonymous FTP to skynet.ecn.purdue.edu in the
directory /pub/dist/delp/vlbv99/.
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